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CARMODYCREATIVE

The Saint Louis Zoo enjoyed its 28th Annual Marlin Perkins Society Celebration and
announced its 2019 Conservation Award, as well as three other awards, on Nov. 13.
Throughout the past 28 years, the Marlin Perkins Society has expanded from 48
members to more than 1,100 members and has generated nearly $30 million in revenue
to help fund zoo operations.

Four awards were presented at the annual event: The Conservation Award, the
Individual Award, the Corporate Award and the Foundation Award.
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The Saint Louis Zoo Conservation Award was given to Forest Park Forever. The
nonprofit conservancy has worked for more than 30 years to enhance the ecological
diversity of Forest Park and create recreational and educational opportunities for all
ages, thereby making Forest Park the No. 1 city park in the country. Forest Park Forever
has been an important partner for the Saint Louis Zoo and provides unique opportunities
for future generations of conservationists.

The Individual Award was presented to Geraldine (Gerry) Hufker and Celeste Ruwwe,
both of whom have been dedicated zoo volunteers for 40 years with a combined 21,150
plus volunteer hours. They have served in numerous roles, are Marlin Perkins Society
members and Zoo Heritage Society members, and have given generously to The Living
Promise Campaign and Primate Canopy Trails exhibit.

The Corporate Award was given to The Staenberg Group (TSG). During the acquisition
of the zoo’s new property in North St. Louis County in 2018, TSG was integral in
negotiating on the zoo’s behalf. In addition, president Michael Staenberg and his wife,
Carol, are 14-year Marlin Perkins Society members and have supported several zoo
fundraising efforts.

The Saint Louis Zoo Foundation Award was presented to AFB International. Since its
first gift in 2007, the company and its employees have consistently worked to assist the
zoo in its animal welfare and conservation education endeavors. AFB, as well as the
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Ensign-Bickford Foundation, have provided more than $125,000 in financial
contributions to the zoo. These funds have supported scholarships for educational
programs, nutrition studies, and inclusion facilitators for children with special needs at
Camp KangaZoo and Camp Joey. In addition, AFB staff members are regular volunteers
at the zoo.
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